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A B S T R A C T

The ratio of 40Ar/36Ar trapped within lunar grains, commonly known as the lunar antiquity indicator, is an
important semi-empirical method for dating the time at which lunar samples were exposed to the solar wind.
The behavior of the antiquity indicator is governed by the relative implantation fluxes of solar wind-derived
36Ar ions and indigenously sourced lunar exospheric 40Ar ions. Previous explanations for the behavior of
the antiquity indicator have assumed constancy in both the solar wind ion precipitation and exospheric ion
recycling fluxes; however, the presence of a lunar paleomagnetosphere likely invalidates these assumptions.
Furthermore, most astrophysical models of stellar evolution suggest that the solar wind flux should have been
significantly higher in the past, which would also affect the behavior of the antiquity indicator. Here, we
use numerical simulations to explore the behavior of solar wind 36Ar ions and lunar exospheric 40Ar ions in
the presence of lunar paleomagnetic fields of varying strengths. We find that paleomagnetic fields suppress
the solar wind 36Ar flux by up to an order-of-magnitude while slightly enhancing the recycling flux of lunar
exospheric 40Ar ions. We also find that at an epoch of ∼2 Gya, the suppression of solar wind 36Ar access
to the lunar surface by a lunar paleomagnetosphere is−somewhat fortuitously−nearly equally balanced by
the expected increase in the upstream solar wind flux. These counterbalancing effects suggest that the lunar
paleomagnetosphere played a critical role in preserving the correlation between the antiquity indicator and the
radioactive decay profile of indigenous lunar 40K. Thus, a key implication of these findings is that the accuracy
of the 40Ar/36Ar indicator for any lunar sample may be strongly influenced by the poorly constrained history
of the lunar magnetic field.
1. Introduction

Laboratory analyses of returned lunar samples have shown varying
levels of trapped noble gases within grain interiors including the 36Ar
and 40Ar isotopes (e.g., Wieler, 1998; Wieler and Heber, 2003; Wieler,
2016). It was recognized early that while implanted 36Ar originates
from the solar wind, the presence of 40Ar likely originates from the
radioactive decay and outgassing of primordial lunar 40K within the
Moon’s interior (e.g., Heymann et al., 1970). Once outgassed into the
lunar exosphere, neutral 40Ar atoms are ionized and picked up by the
solar wind or terrestrial magnetospheric fields, with a typical fraction
of ∼50% of the ions re-implanted into the lunar regolith (e.g., Manka
and Michel, 1970; Poppe et al., 2013). It was further observed that
the ratio of implanted 40Ar to 36Ar within a grain correlated strongly
with the grain exposure age (e.g., Yaniv and Heymann, 1972; Podosek
and Huneke, 1973; Reynolds et al., 1974; McKay et al., 1986), where
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the exposure age–or ‘antiquity’–is the discrete time at which the grain
was exposed to the solar wind, not the integrated time of exposure. To
first order, the 40Ar/36Ar ratio correlates with the radioactive decay
rate of primordial 40K with a half-life of 1.28 Ga, further suggesting
the origin of the parentless 40Ar to be from internal 40K. For example,
‘young’ lunar material possesses a 40Ar/36Ar ratio of ∼0.5, while some
of the oldest-known samples from ∼3.7 Gya possess 40Ar/36Ar ratios of
∼14 (e.g., Reynolds et al., 1974). Later work established more rigorous
empirical calibrations of the 40Ar/36Ar ratio, often termed the lu-
nar ‘antiquity indicator’, based on separate radio-chronological dating
methods (e.g., 235U−136Xe) (e.g., Eugster et al., 2001; Joy et al., 2011).
Such a dating method provides an important tool in understanding the
timing, evolution, and relative ordering of processes such as the flux of
planetary impactors to the inner solar system (e.g., Joy et al., 2012), the
flux of solar and cosmic radiation in the inner heliosphere (e.g., Becker
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and Pepin, 1989; Wieler et al., 1999), and the rates of meteoritic and
regolith space weathering at the Moon (e.g., Eugster et al., 1991; Lucey
et al., 2006).

While the close correlation of the 40Ar/36Ar ratio with the 40K decay
half-life would suggest a simple and easily understood mechanism
underpinning the antiquity indicator, such a conclusion is built upon
(at least) three separate assumptions (e.g., Heymann et al., 1970; Yaniv
and Heymann, 1972; Eugster et al., 2001):

1. The effusion rate of 40Ar neutrals from the lunar interior follows
a direct (or near direct) relationship with the radioactive decay
rate of 40K from the lunar interior. In other words, the outgassing
efficiency of 40Ar has not changed over geologic time.

2. The flux of solar wind 36Ar+ ions to the lunar surface has stayed
constant (or near constant) over geologic time.

3. The recycling efficiency of ionized 40Ar+ ions back into the lunar
soil has remained constant (or near constant) over geologic time.

If all three assumptions hold, then the apparent correlation of the
40Ar/36Ar ratio with the 40K decay half-life holds as well. Neverthe-
less, as discussed below and as the prime focus of this study, these
assumptions may indeed not hold, thereby forcing us to reassess the
fundamental processes at work in generating the observed behavior of
the 40Ar/36Ar ratio within lunar samples. In particular, assumptions #2
and #3 regarding the flux of solar wind 36Ar+ and lunar exospheric
40Ar+ ions to the lunar surface should be reevaluated due to the role
that lunar paleomagnetic fields likely played in shaping the behavior
and dynamics of these ions. We do acknowledge that despite revisiting
these two assumptions the first-order agreement between the 40Ar/36Ar
ratio and measures of various samples’ exposure ages (e.g., Eugster
et al., 2001) nonetheless suggests that–even empirically–the lunar an-
tiquity indicator remains a useful tool for lunar sample analysis. Finally,
we also note that assumption #1 regarding the outgassing of radiogenic
40Ar from the lunar interior deserves reconsideration as well, given
uncertainties in the source regions and mechanisms by which 40Ar may
outgas (e.g., Killen, 2002; Grava et al., 2015; Wieler, 2016); however,
such a reanalysis is beyond the scope of this study.

It is also worth noting that an interpretation of the 40Ar/36Ar ratio
within a given sample as a measure of such sample’s exposure age also
relies on several other assumptions. First, an accurate interpretation of
the 40Ar/36Ar ratio of a sample generally requires a ‘simple’ exposure
history, where a given sample was only exposed to the solar wind once
over its lifetime. Samples with ‘complex’ exposure histories, i.e., where
multiple distinct exposures occur at separate epochs, will blend to-
gether different values of the 40Ar/36Ar ratio and thus, muddle any
interpretation. Lunar samples with complex histories have been noted
in cosmic ray exposure ages of lunar samples (e.g., Eugster, 2003; Merle
et al., 2017; Curran et al., 2019). Second, one must assume that the
length of exposure of a given lunar sample to the solar wind must be
long with respect to any natural variations in both the 40Ar and 36Ar
fluxes. In the case of 40Ar, the recycling time of an individual atom
within the exosphere (i.e., the time elapsed from when it first outgassed
to when it was ionized and reimplanted) is on the order of 20 days
under current solar irradiation conditions (higher solar irradiance at
younger ages would only shorten this timescale). Additionally, seasonal
(i.e., yearly) variations in the 40Ar content of the exosphere have been
previously noted (e.g., Benna et al., 2015; Kegerreis et al., 2017),
perhaps due to variability in the size of regional cold traps, which can
temporarily harbor or release argon atoms. Nevertheless, both daily
and yearly scale variations in the 40Ar content and flux at the Moon
would be long since averaged over on the typical scales expected for
lunar sample exposure on the lunar surface. The same argument applies
for solar wind-derived 36Ar which should follow solar cycle variations
on the 11-year Hale cycle, again much shorter than expected exposure
intervals. Third, one must also assume that the exposure time of a
sample is less than the long-term secular variation in both the 36Ar
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and Ar fluxes at the Moon. The timescale for secular Ar variation
is set by the 1.25 Byr half-life of 40K, while the secular variation in
the solar wind-derived 36Ar is less well constrained (and is discussed
further in Section 3), yet likely in the range of several 108 years. Thus,
so long as a sample is assumed to be exposed to the solar wind for
timescales <∼ 108 years, it will record a single value for the 40Ar/36Ar
ratio corresponding to time at which lunar samples were exposed to
the solar wind (its ‘‘exposure age’’). Finally, other physical effects such
as micrometeoroid bombardment of the lunar surface can locally affect
the 40Ar/36Ar ratio within a given sample; however, as is apparent from
previous empirical studies that show a first-order correlation between
the 40Ar/36Ar ratio and a sample’s antiquity (e.g., Eugster et al., 2001),
such destruction processes cannot be fully erasing the argon content of
many samples.

As inferred from the presence of remanent magnetization observed
in lunar meteorites and returned samples as well as from orbital in-
situ measurements, the Moon likely possessed a dynamo and thus, a
paleomagnetic field, through a large part of its lifetime (e.g., Garrick-
Bethell et al., 2009; Weiss and Tikoo; Tikoo et al., 2017). Within
the first billion years of the Moon’s lifetime, measurements indicate
extraordinarily large field strengths up to ∼100 𝜇T (e.g., Cournède
et al., 2012; Shea et al., 2012; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2017; Garrick-
Bethell and Kelley, 2019; Wakita et al., 2021); however, such strong
fields may have been episodic rather than continuous (Evans and
Tikoo, 2022). After this early high-field epoch, the Moon may have
possessed a long-lived yet relatively weaker dynamo and paleomagnetic
field strength of ∼5 𝜇T (Tikoo et al., 2017). Finally, by at least 1
Gya, sample analysis demonstrates that the lunar dynamo ceased to
operate (Mighani et al., 2020). Today, the Moon possesses only local
or regional remanent crustal magnetic fields widely dispersed across
its surface, although some such fields can reach strengths of hundreds
of nanotesla, at minimum (e.g., Dyal et al., 1974; Hood et al., 2001;
Mitchell et al., 2008).

In this manuscript, we challenge assumptions #2 and #3 above
regarding the variability of the 36Ar+ and 40Ar+ fluxes to the lunar
surface over geologic time. We emphasize that we do not dispute the
observed correlation between the 40Ar/36Ar ratio with the 40K decay
half-life as shown in e.g., Eugster et al. (2001), but rather seek to
explore the underlying explanation for why such an apparent corre-
lation exists at all. In Section 2, we describe the design of the hybrid
plasma simulations conducted to investigate the behavior of both 36Ar+
and 40Ar+ as they interact with the lunar paleomagnetosphere. In
Section 3, we discuss the flux of solar wind 36Ar+ to the lunar surface.
In particular, we address the potential variability that may have existed
in the 36Ar+ flux to the Moon as a function of (i) the evolution of the
Sun and the solar wind (e.g., Wood et al., 2005; Vidotto, 2021) and (ii)
the strength of a lunar paleomagnetosphere (e.g., Tikoo et al., 2017;
Poppe et al., 2021). In Section 4, we discuss the flux of endogenous
lunar 40Ar+ to the lunar surface via exospheric ionization and recy-
cling, especially as a function of lunar paleomagnetospheric strength.
Finally, we analyze and discuss our results in Section 5 and conclude
in Section 6.

2. Model description

To model the solar wind and lunar exospheric ion dynamics in
the presence of a lunar paleomagnetosphere, we have used the Amitis
hybrid plasma model (Fatemi et al., 2017), which has been extensively
used in previous investigations of moon-magnetosphere and planetary-
solar wind interactions throughout the solar system (e.g., Fatemi and
Poppe, 2018; Haviland et al., 2019; Fatemi et al., 2020, 2022; Rasca
et al., 2021; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2019; Poppe et al., 2021; Poppe
and Fatemi, 2023; Wang et al., 2023). The Amitis model employs the
standard hybrid plasma modeling technique of treating ions as dis-
crete macroparticles and electrons as a charge-neutralizing fluid while

solving for electromagnetic fields on a three-dimensional Cartesian
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grid (e.g., Ledvina et al., 2008). For protons, each modeled macroparti-
cle represents ∼1022 physical protons (we emphasize that this does not
mean a modeled proton has the mass or charge of 1022 protons, only
hat it represents the behavior of 1022 physical protons). The simulation

coordinate system is the standard Solar-Selenocentric-Ecliptic (SSE)
frame, where +�̂� points from the Moon to the Sun, +�̂� points to ecliptic
orth, and +�̂� completes the right-handed set. For all simulations, we
ncluded a resistive Moon of radius 1750 km (approximating the true
unar radius of 1738 km) with an interior conductivity of 𝜎 = 10−7

/m. This interior conductivity is low enough to prevent any induced
ields and/or currents within the lunar interior (e.g., Haviland et al.,
019), which are not the subject of this study. Note also that the model
oes not apply any scale renormalization for the applied simulation
arameters, i.e., all values are in standard SI units.

Similar to our earlier investigation of solar wind interactions with
he lunar paleomagnetosphere (Poppe et al., 2021), we used upstream
olar wind conditions appropriate for a lunar age of ∼2 Ga (e.g.,
irapetian and Usmanov, 2016). The solar wind was modeled with a
ensity of 30 cm−3, velocity of 550 km/s, and temperature of 2.4×105
(≈20 eV). The interplanetary magnetic field was set to a constant

alue of 𝐁 = [0, +30, 0] nT. Incidentally, these upstream values are
uite similar to current-day conditions at Mercury, which Amitis has
uccessfully modeled in previous work (e.g., Fatemi et al., 2020). The
aleomagnetic fields were simulated by placing a magnetic dipole at
he center of the Moon, oriented along the north ecliptic direction
i.e., 𝐌 = 𝑀 �̂�) and coincident with the lunar spin vector. We simulated
ight paleomagnetic field strengths, including a 0 nT case as a control
nd seven cases increasing in surface field strength by factors of 2 from
2.5 nT to 4000 nT. The highest paleomagnetic field strength simulated
s close to that reported in the literature, i.e., ∼ 5±2 𝜇T, for lunar ages
f ∼1−2.5 Ga (Tikoo et al., 2017). We also performed two additional
imulations with the 4000 nT paleomagnetic field strength at two other
iscrete ages, 1 Gyr and 3 Gyr, in order to quantify the variability in the
hanges in the lunar antiquity indicator as a function of variable solar
ind conditions. Using both the Wood et al. (2005) and Airapetian
nd Usmanov (2016) studies, we estimated the appropriate solar wind
onditions at these two ages. For the 1 Gyr age, we simulated a solar
ind density of 140 cm−3, solar wind speed of 650 km/s, interplanetary
agnetic field strength of 45 nT, and ion temperature of 25 eV. For the
Gyr age, we simulated a solar wind density of 15 cm−3, solar wind

peed of 475 km/s, interplanetary magnetic field strength of 17.5 nT,
nd ion temperature of 15 eV.

In addition to the solar wind protons, we also included the presence
f either solar-wind 36Ar𝑛+ (Section 3) or lunar exospheric 40Ar+ ions

originating from the radioactive decay and outgassing of native lunar
40K (Section 4). Both 36Ar+ and 40Ar+ are modeled as macroparticles,
similar to solar wind protons, but with macroparticle factors of ∼1015.
Furthermore, both argon species are included at their true mass ratio
to protons. As described in Poppe et al. (2021), the behavior of solar
wind 36Ar𝑛+ ions was quantified by including synthetic solar wind ions
with a charge-to-mass ratio of 0.25 as appropriate for 36Ar𝑛+ ions with
an 𝑛 =+9 charge state, although we note that the charge states of
heavy minor solar wind ions can vary within a couple charges (e.g., von
Steiger et al., 2000). The modeled upstream density of solar wind 36Ar+
ions was set to be small enough such that they represented only a minor
species and did not influence the electromagnetic environment. Density
distributions and surface precipitation maps for the solar wind 36Ar+
ions are retrieved from the model after conditions have come to steady-
state. Furthermore, we average the surface precipitation maps over an
extended interval to ensure that any small-scale temporal variations in
the model are sufficiently captured.

To explore the behavior of lunar 40Ar+ ions within the lunar paleo-
magnetosphere, we performed a second set of simulations with a source
term of 40Ar+ originating from a neutral 40Ar exosphere. Modern-day
measurements have quantified the amount, spatial distribution, and
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variability of exospheric Ar at the Moon (e.g., Hodges and Mahaffy,
2016; Benna et al., 2015; Grava et al., 2015; Kegerreis et al., 2017).
After outgassing from the lunar crust, 40Ar neutrals enter a bound lunar
exosphere where they remain until lost to surface adsorption within po-
lar cold-trap regions, to interplanetary space via ionization and pickup,
or are embedded within lunar soil grains. 40Ar neutrals are generally
thermally accommodated to the local lunar surface temperature and
nightside lunar temperatures are low enough such that 40Ar neutrals
condense out of the exosphere onto the nightside surface (e.g., Hodges
et al., 1973, 1974). As the nightside surface of the Moon rotates past
the dawn terminator and into sunlight, argon neutrals rapidly desorb
from the surface, thereby generating an argon bulge near dawn. Within
the hybrid model, we included a continuous 40Ar+ ionization source de-
rived from the neutral 40Ar modeling results of Grava et al. (2015), with
the assumption that the present-day distribution of neutral exospheric
argon is representative of that in earlier lunar epochs. Importantly, we
primarily take the spatial distribution of 40Ar from the model of Grava
et al. (2015); however, we also note that while the Monte Carlo-based
modeling results of Grava et al. (2015) are an improvement over earlier
assumptions of a spatially uniform Ar exosphere by Manka and Michel
(1970), the underlying nature of the Moon’s argon exosphere remains
similar between the two approaches. Similar to our modeling approach
for solar wind 36Ar+, we set the density of 40Ar+ low enough such that
the ions behave as a minor species and do not disturb the ambient
electromagnetic fields. Finally, we note that while both the modeled
36Ar+ and 40Ar+ ion densities are modeled as minor species in the
hybrid simulations, their fluxes to the lunar surface are appropriately
normalized to the 0 nT case in order to properly characterize the effects
of a paleomagnetic field on the 36Ar+ and 40Ar+ fluxes and their ratio.

3. Assessing the flux of 36 Ar+ ions to the lunar surface

We first explore possible mechanisms by which the solar wind flux
of 36Ar+ to the lunar surface could have varied over the age of the solar
system. In particular, we discuss the evidence for long-term changes
in the overall solar wind flux and the impacts such changes would
have on the lunar antiquity indicator in Section 3.1. Following this,
we discuss the role that a lunar paleomagnetosphere may have had
on the precipitation flux of solar wind 36Ar+ to the lunar surface in
Section 3.2.

3.1. Variations in the solar wind 36Ar flux

Among many objects in the solar system, the Moon today is directly
exposed to the solar wind, at least for a large fraction of its orbit
when outside the terrestrial magnetosphere. Traveling with typical
speeds between 250 and 850 km/s (Dmitriev et al., 2011), the solar
wind is comprised of primarily protons (∼97%) with an assortment of
several ‘minor’ heavy ion species comprising the remaining ∼3% (e.g.,
Bochsler, 1987, 2007). Of this ∼3%, 4He dominates followed by O,
C, Fe, Si, Ne, N, 3He, and 36Ar in decreasing abundance (i.e., 36Ar
is the ninth most abundant minor ion species), with 36Ar possessing
an abundance relative to protons of ∼2 × 10−6. These abundances have
been well characterized by various in-situ observations over the length
of the modern space age (e.g., Bochsler, 1987, 2000, 2007; Reisenfeld
et al., 2007, 2013). Nevertheless, an assessment of the behavior of the
lunar antiquity indicator requires accurate knowledge and/or modeling
capability of the flux and relative abundance of solar wind 36Ar+ over
the age of the solar system.

Stellar evolution theory dictates that main-sequence stars contin-
ually spin down due to angular momentum loss via escaping stellar
winds. As a star loses angular momentum, its spin rate and coronal
activity decrease, and in turn, the stellar wind flux also decreases (e.g.,
Wood et al., 2002; Wood, 2004). The coupled stellar spin rate and
stellar wind flux continue their decay until a star nears exhaustion
of internal hydrogen and exits the main sequence. Within the main-

sequence lifetime of stars, multiple lines of evidence support the theory
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Fig. 1. (a) The variation of solar wind 36Ar+ fluxes as a function of solar system age for three assumptions: (blue) constant over time as typically assumed, (green)
̇
𝑠𝑤 ∝ 𝑡−0.99 (Vidotto, 2021), and (red) �̇�𝑠𝑤 ∝ 𝑡−2.33 (Wood et al., 2005). For purposes of comparison, all curves are normalized to a value of unity at 𝑡 = 4.5 Gyr. (b) The

40Ar/36Ar ratio as a function of time for the same three proposed 36Ar scalings shown in panel (a). The ratios are normalized to a value of 0.39 at 𝑡 = 4.5 Gyr, taken from the
40Ar/36Ar ratio measurements in lunar sample 67601 (Kirsten et al., 1973; Eugster et al., 2001).
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of decreasing solar wind flux over time (e.g., Geiss and Bochsler, 1991;
Wood et al., 2002, 2005; Wood, 2004; Jardine and Collier Cameron,
2019; Vidotto, 2021), although a detailed understanding of the exact
behavior of the solar wind flux variation is not yet in hand Obase
and Nakashima (e.g., 2023). One method by which to constrain the
time evolution of the solar wind flux is to observe or infer the stellar
wind properties of solar-like stars of varying ages. For example, Wood
et al. (2005) have constrained a collection of stellar wind mass fluxes
via remote-sensing detections of Ly-𝛼 absorption originating from neu-
tralized stellar wind protons that have undergone charge exchange
with local interstellar hydrogen (see also Wood, 2004). Plotted against
stellar age (using the observed stellar X-ray flux as an intermediary;
e.g., Ayres, 1997; Güdel, 2007), Wood et al. (2005) found a best-fit
scaling between stellar wind mass flux and age as, �̇�𝑠𝑤 ∝ 𝑡−2.33±0.55. A
later re-analysis of these data combined with an alternative relationship
between stellar age and X-ray flux yielded, �̇�𝑠𝑤 ∝ 𝑡−0.99 (Vidotto,
021). While the differences between these fits are non-trivial and
peak to the current uncertainty in the field of stellar wind evolutionary
odeling, they nonetheless both predict stellar wind behavior that
ecreases in mass flux as a function of time.

How then would a changing solar wind mass flux affect the op-
ration of the lunar antiquity indicator? First, we must assume that
ny changes in the overall solar wind mass flux affect both solar wind
rotons and solar wind minor ions equally, noting that the observations
4

f Wood et al. (2005) are strictly speaking only valid for protons. In 2
their discussion of long-term solar variations, Geiss and Bochsler (1991)
have argued that an increased solar wind flux in the Sun’s past would
have resulted in even less fractionation between the bulk solar and
solar wind compositions, as higher densities in the solar wind source
region would imply less effectiveness of any fractionating separation
processes. Thus, an assumption that the solar wind minor ion flux
closely tracks the overall solar wind proton flux appears justified.

Thus, assuming the fractional composition of solar wind minor
ions, including 36Ar+, remains the same over the age of the solar
system as argued above, we can assess the effects of such an in-
creased flux. Fig. 1(a) compares the relative time variation of solar
wind 36Ar+ under three separate assumptions: (i) a constant solar
wind mass flux over time (blue), (ii) solar wind mass flux scaling as
�̇�𝑠𝑤 ∝ 𝑡−0.99 (Vidotto, 2021, green), and (iii) solar wind mass flux
scaling as �̇�𝑠𝑤 ∝ 𝑡−2.33 (Wood et al., 2005, red). All three curves are
normalized to a value of unity at 𝑡 = 4.5 Gyr and are provided only to
compare the relative behavior of these three assumptions. Meanwhile,
Fig. 1(b) presents the 40Ar/36Ar ratio as a function of time for the
ame three assumptions on the 36Ar+ flux, with a normalization such
hat 40Ar/36Ar = 0.39 at 𝑡 = 4.5 Gyr as measured in the very recently
xposed 67601 sample (Kirsten et al., 1973; Eugster et al., 2001).
ote that the Wood et al. (2005) and Vidotto (2021) scalings do not
xtend earlier than 𝑡 = 0.7 Ga, due to the possibility of a change in
he solar wind behavior at this point (e.g., Fionnagáin and Vidotto,

36 +
018). Under the assumption of a constant solar wind Ar flux over
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Fig. 2. Density distributions of solar wind 36Ar+ in the 𝑥-𝑧 SSE plane for four paleomagnetic field strengths. Values are normalized to the upstream solar wind 36Ar+ density.
White regions contained no hybrid model particles.
time (blue curve), we see that the lunar 40Ar+ flux is higher than
the solar wind 36Ar+ flux for much of the solar system lifetime, up
to ∼3.3 Ga. To first order, this would comport with the empirical
relationship observed between the lunar antiquity indicator and sample
age in various Apollo samples (e.g., Eugster et al., 2001); however, as
discussed above, significant evidence supports the long-term variation
of the solar wind 36Ar flux. In comparison, using either of the Vidotto
(2021) or Wood et al. (2005) scalings for the time evolution of the
solar wind 36Ar+ flux, the 40Ar/36Ar ratios are always lower than 1.5
and 0.5, respectively, as seen in panel 1(b). These maximum values
for the antiquity indicator are at least an order-of-magnitude less than
that observed in the oldest dated samples for which 40Ar/36Ar ratios
have been reported (e.g., Reynolds et al., 1974). Thus, on one hand,
adopting a constant 36Ar+ flux yields a satisfactory agreement with
observed antiquity indicator values in lunar samples; however, on the
other hand, the assumption of a flat 36Ar flux is in tension with solar
and astrophysical observations. If we are to take the observations of
solar wind flux variability at face value, then additional effects must
also be at play in governing the behavior of the antiquity indicator.

3.2. Effects of a lunar paleomagnetic field on solar wind minor ion flux

In a previous study (Poppe et al., 2021), we used a three-dimensional
plasma hybrid model (Fatemi et al., 2017) to explore the effects of
varying paleomagnetic field strengths on the dynamics of heavy, highly
5

charged solar wind minor ions (e.g., 4He2+, 20Ne8+, 36Ar9+, etc.) at
the Moon in the presence of a lunar paleomagnetic field. These model
results demonstrated that the lunar paleomagnetosphere has a strong
effect on the flux of solar wind ions to the lunar surface, where the
globally averaged flux of solar wind minor ions to the lunar surface
can be suppressed by over an order of magnitude. We use these results
to further explore and quantify the role that the lunar paleomagneto-
sphere has on the flux of solar wind 36Ar ions, in particular, to the lunar
surface.

Fig. 2 shows the densities for solar wind 36Ar+ ions relative to
their upstream densities in the X-Z SSE plane containing both the
paleomagnetic dipole moment (+�̂�) and the Moon-Sun vector (+�̂�) for
four different paleomagnetic field strengths: (a) 0 nT, (b) 250 nT,
(c) 1 𝜇T, and (d) 4 𝜇T. For the 0 nT case, panel 2(a), the 36Ar+
flux remains undisturbed upstream of the Moon and fully impacts
the lunar dayside. Correspondingly, a downstream wake forms due to
the absorption of ions on the lunar dayside. This case is essentially
representative of today’s lunar environment, notwithstanding smaller
perturbations due to remanent lunar crustal magnetization (e.g., Lue
et al., 2011; Fatemi et al., 2014; Poppe et al., 2017). Shown in panel
2(b), the presence of a 250 nT paleomagnetic field significantly alters
the solar wind 36Ar+ interaction with the Moon. Even for this relatively
weak paleomagnetic field (about the strength of Mercury’s present-day
field (e.g., Anderson et al., 2011; Anderson et al.)), the solar wind 36Ar+
is prevented from directly accessing the lunar dayside surface except
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Fig. 3. The magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton density, and lunar exospheric 40Ar+ density (left, center, and right columns, respectively) in the X-Z SSE plane for 0,
250, 1000, and 4000 nT strength paleomagnetic fields. The right-most column displays a zoomed-in profile of the lunar exospheric 40Ar+ density. The upstream IMF direction is
into the page.
through high-latitude cusps. A small dayside magnetospheric cavity in
the 36Ar+ density develops as does a pair low-density lobes downstream
of the Moon. Between the lobes on the lunar nightside, a thin current
sheet forms allowing 36Ar+ some access to the lunar nightside in the
equatorial region.

As the paleomagnetic field strength is increased to 1 𝜇T, shown
in panel 2(c), the overall scale size of the magnetosphere increases.
Similar to the 250 nT case, the solar wind 36Ar+ is broadly pre-
vented from accessing the lunar surface, except within the high-latitude
cusps and the equatorial region. In contrast to the 250 nT case, how-
ever, the larger magnetospheric cavity allows for the formation of
trapped (or at least quasi-trapped) particle belts in the equatorial,
inner-magnetospheric regions (e.g., see also Oran et al., 2021). As
discussed in Poppe et al. (2021), these trapped regions nevertheless
allow for solar wind 36Ar+ precipitation to the surface of the Moon
due to their close proximity. Finally, in the 4 𝜇T case, panel 2(d),
the overall structure of the solar wind 36Ar+ density is qualitatively
similar to that for 1 𝜇T but enlarged further. Solar wind 36Ar+ ions are
only able to precipitate to the lunar surface in the high-latitude cusps
and via precipitation in the equatorial region while in trapped orbits,
6

although we note that the trapped regions have moved farther from
the surface resulting in less precipitation. In the particular case of solar
wind 36Ar+, paleomagnetic suppression factors ranged from ∼20% for
62 nT-strength fields to ∼90% for 4000 nT-strength fields (discussed
further below in Section 5). These simulations thus indicate that the
assumption of universal access of solar wind ions to the lunar surface is
not tenable in the presence of lunar paleomagnetic fields (e.g., see also
Tikoo et al., 2017; Poppe et al., 2021), notwithstanding any additional
possible variations in the upstream solar wind flux as discussed above
in Section 3.1.

4. Assessing the flux of 40 Ar+ to the lunar surface

Having explored the possible variations in the flux of solar wind
36Ar+ to the lunar surface due to either long-term variations in the
solar wind flux or the presence of a lunar paleomagnetosphere in
Section 3 above, we now turn to an assessment of the flux of radiogenic
40Ar+ to the lunar surface. As proposed in Manka and Michel (1970),
the presence of trapped 40Ar within lunar soil samples most likely
originates from exospheric recycling after outgassing from the lunar
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Fig. 4. (a) The flux of solar wind 36Ar+ and lunar exospheric 40Ar+ ions to the lunar surface as a function of the paleomagnetic field strength, relative to the flux in the
nmagnetized (0 nT) case. (b) The 40Ar+/36Ar+ flux ratio, again relative to the 0 nT case, demonstrating that paleomagnetic fields can bias the antiquity ratio up to a factor of
20× high. In the 4000 nT case, the red and pink points denote the relative change in the 40Ar+/36Ar+ flux ratio for solar wind conditions appropriate for 3 Gyr and 1 Gyr lunar

ages, respectively.
interior. The underlying mechanism in this process is the presence of
the solar wind convection electric field, 𝐄𝐬𝐰 = −𝐯𝐬𝐰 × 𝐁𝐢𝐦𝐟 , where 𝐯𝐬𝐰
s the solar wind velocity and 𝐁𝐢𝐦𝐟 is the interplanetary magnetic field
ector (although note that convection in the terrestrial magnetosphere
as an analogous effect; e.g., Poppe et al., 2012; Cao et al., 2020; Liuzzo
t al., 2021). Upon ionization, the lunar 40Ar+ ions are accelerated by
he convection electric field and those ions whose trajectories intersect
he Moon are re-implanted into the lunar soil at typical energies in
he keV range. Similar to the discussion of the flux of solar wind
6Ar+ flux to the lunar surface above, the potential effects of a lu-
ar paleomagnetosphere−which can significantly alter the near-surface
lectromagnetic environment of the Moon−on the recycling efficiency
f lunar 40Ar+ have not been fully quantified.

Model results for four different values of the paleomagnetic field
trength (0 nT, 250 nT, 1000 nT, and 4000 nT) are shown in Fig. 3,
ncluding the magnetic field magnitude, solar wind proton density, and
unar 40Ar+ density. As discussed in previous studies (e.g., Garrick-
ethell et al., 2019; Poppe et al., 2021) and seen in Fig. 2, the size of the

unar paleomagnetosphere increases as a function of the surface field
trength, notable in both the magnetic field strength (left-most column)
nd solar wind proton density (second-to-left column). Of interest for
his study is the distribution of lunar exospheric 40Ar+ ions as a function
f paleomagnetic field strength, seen in the two columns on the right
note that the right-most column displays a zoomed-in distribution for
he 40Ar+ ions). For the 0 nT case, the 40Ar+ ion distribution appears
s a classical cycloidal plume as the ions are picked up and accelerated
nto the bulk solar wind flow (see, e.g., Hartle and Killen, 2006; Poppe
t al., 2022). A large fraction of those 40Ar+ ions born on the -Z

hemisphere of the Moon are reaccelerated into the Moon, as described
by Manka and Michel (1970), while those ions on the +Z hemisphere
escape the Moon entirely. Note that while the detailed distribution of
7

these escaping ions varies as a function of solar wind and interplanetary
magnetic field conditions, the first-order shape (i.e., a plume) remains
constant.

In the 250 nT case, the distribution of 40Ar+ ions is significantly
disturbed by the presence of the lunar paleomagnetosphere. A small
fraction of 40Ar+ ions still undergo pickup and acceleration along a
typical cycloidal trajectory similar to the 0 nT case. Such ions are
those from the uppermost scale heights of the neutral 40Ar distribution
where the solar wind or magnetosheath convection is sufficient enough
to fully pick the ions up. In contrast to the 0 nT case, 40Ar+ ion
outflow is observed immediately downstream of the Moon mainly in
two large plumes for those ions born within the paleomagnetosphere
itself. This behavior is generally similar to that seen in planetary Na+
ion energization and transport at Mercury (e.g., Glass et al., 2021).
Relatively higher densities of 40Ar+ ions compared to the 0 nT are
also seen very close to the lunar surface, likely due to less effective
convection at low altitudes.

The 40Ar+ ion distributions for the 1000 nT case share several
features with the 250 nT case, including acceleration of a small fraction
of 40Ar+ ions along trajectories in the upstream solar wind and a series
of plumes immediately downstream from the Moon. Densities near
to the lunar surface are increased again over those seen in the 250
nT case, indicating enhanced trapping of 40Ar+ ions within the inner
paleomagnetosphere. Finally, in the 4000 nT case, little-to-no 40Ar+
ions are seen picked up in the upstream solar wind although some
escape is seen through the magnetosheath. 40Ar+ ions are trapped at
even higher densities near to the lunar surface while the strength and
extent of plumes immediately downstream of the Moon are weaker
than those in the 250 nT and 1000 nT cases. Overall, the behavior
of 40Ar+ ions in a 4000 nT paleomagnetic field is starkly different
from the behavior of such ions in the absence of a paleomagnetic field.
Thus, similar to our conclusions in Section 3.2 regarding solar wind
36Ar+ ions, we find that the presence of a paleomagnetosphere must
be accounted for in assessing the recycling flux of 40Ar+ ions to the

lunar surface as part of the antiquity indicator.
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5. Analysis and discussion

The modeling results shown in Sections 3 and 4 demonstrate that
the presence of a lunar paleomagnetosphere has strong effects on the
flux of both solar wind 36Ar+ ions and lunar exospheric 40Ar+ ions
to the lunar surface. To better quantify the net effect of the lunar
paleomagnetosphere on the flux of both solar wind 36Ar+ and lunar
exospheric 40Ar+ ions to the lunar surface, we have averaged the flux
of both species over the entire lunar surface as a function of paleomag-
netic field strength and normalized such fluxes to the respective flux
for no paleomagnetosphere. We remind the reader that the upstream
solar wind conditions were kept constant across all simulations, thereby
allowing such a comparison. As seen in Fig. 4(a), the relative flux of
solar wind 36Ar+ to the lunar surface (green curve) first decreases as
a function of paleomagnetic field strength from 0 nT to 250 nT to a
minimum of 6%, increases back to ∼70% for field strengths of 1000
nT, and finally drops to ∼12% for the maximum field strength of 4000
nT. The initial decline of the relative solar wind 36Ar+ flux through
field strengths of 250 nT is driven by deflection of the incident solar
wind away from the lunar surface via the paleomagnetosheath. The
subsequent rise in relative solar wind 36Ar+ flux through 1000 nT and
eventual decay at higher field strengths is driven by the quasi-trapped
solar wind particles. These trapped ions first provide a source of low-
latitude precipitation (e.g., see Fig. 2(c)) thereby increasing the solar
wind precipitation flux, yet at higher paleomagnetic field strengths,
the altitude of these trapped belts increases, moving the particles away
from the surface and again decreasing the precipitating flux.

In contrast, Fig. 4(a) also shows that the lunar exospheric 40Ar+ flux
(purple curve) first increases to a relative value of ∼3 for 125 nT, drops
back down to just below unity at 500 nT, before finally increasing again
to a relative value of ∼2.5 for 4000 nT, in rough anti-correlation with
the observed 36Ar+ fluxes. While the overall tendency to increase the
lunar exospheric 40Ar+ flux is due to the presence of, e.g., smaller 40Ar+
ion gyroradii and an increased presence of closed field lines, the dip
in relative 40Ar+ ion fluxes is likely to due a temporary enhancement
in bulk ion outflow through the paleomagnetotail lobes (e.g., see the
40Ar+ ion distribution for 1000 nT in Fig. 3). At the 4000 nT field
strength closest to that expected during the majority of the Moon’s
lifetime (Tikoo et al., 2017), the flux of solar wind 36Ar+ to the
lunar surface is suppressed by nearly an order-of-magnitude while the
recycled flux of lunar exospheric 40Ar+ to the lunar surface is enhanced
by a factor of ∼ 2.5×. Thus, as shown in Fig. 4(b), the presence of
the lunar paleomagnetosphere−even in the absence of changes in the
upstream solar wind flux−strongly biases the 40Ar/36Ar ratio. Such
biases are most strongly present at field strengths of 125 to 250 nT,
where the relative 40Ar/36Ar ratio is slightly greater than a factor of
20, and again at 4000 nT, where the relative 40Ar/36Ar ratio is just
slightly less than 20.

The results shown in Fig. 4 provide a path for understanding how
the 40Ar/36Ar antiquity indicator may operate in the presence of a
lunar paleomagnetic field. Referring back to Fig. 1, adopting the time-
variable behavior in the solar wind flux (e.g., Wood et al., 2005;
Vidotto, 2021) rather than the assumption of constant flux would
predict a much lower antiquity indicator (i.e., due to a higher 36Ar+
flux to the Moon), inconsistent with observations (e.g., Reynolds et al.,
1974; Eugster et al., 2001). In the presence of a paleomagnetic field,
however, this increased flux of solar wind 36Ar+ upstream of the Moon
at earlier epochs is attenuated by the lunar paleomagnetic fields before
striking the lunar surface. Additionally, an increased recirculation of
lunar exospheric 40Ar+ in the presence of the paleomagnetosphere can
also mitigate the increased upstream solar-wind 36Ar+ flux.

Indeed, this idea holds in a semi-quantitative sense by inspecting
the relative changes in both the upstream solar wind 36Ar+ flux and the
efficiency of solar wind 36Ar+ precipitation at an example solar system
age of 2.5 Ga. As seen in Fig. 1, the Vidotto (2021) and Wood et al.
8

(2005) models predict solar wind flux increases of ∼4× and ∼8× the
present-day value, respectively. In contrast, the solar wind 36Ar+ pre-
cipitation to the lunar surface at 2.5 Ga, governed by a paleomagnetic
field strength of ∼4000 nT (Tikoo et al., 2017), is reduced to a factor
of ≈0.12 (≈1/8) that of the 0 nT case, as seen in Fig. 4(a). Increased
recycling of lunar 40Ar+ may also affect the antiquity indicator, but to
a lesser extent that the paleomagnetic shielding of solar wind 36Ar+.
Nevertheless, within a first-order estimation, the increased solar wind
36Ar+ flux is balanced by the decreasing solar wind 36Ar+ precipitation
efficiency, thereby allowing the antiquity indicator to more closely
follow the natural radioactive decay profile of 40K into 40Ar.

We do note that this correlation may not hold as closely at other
epochs in the Moon’s lifetime, as one would not necessarily expect
the lunar paleomagnetic field strength and solar wind flux to be ex-
actly correlated with one another. Additionally, the primary set of
simulations presented here have only used upstream solar wind con-
ditions (i.e., density, speed, temperature) best estimated for a ∼2
Gya epoch (Airapetian and Usmanov, 2016). Thus, we would need to
explore the behavior of both 36Ar+ and 40Ar+ ions as a function of
variability in the upstream solar wind conditions to fully characterize
the behavior of the antiquity indicator at other epochs in lunar his-
tory. To assess this possible effect to first order, Fig. 4(b) shows the
relative change in the 40Ar/36Ar ratio in the presence of a 4000 nT
paleomagnetic field for solar wind conditions appropriate for 1 Gyr and
3 Gyr, respectively (see description of these conditions in Section 2),
denoted by the pink and red dots. In the case of 3 Gyr conditions,
the relative change in the 40Ar/36Ar ratio (20.4) is very close to that
seen in the 2 Gyr conditions (19.0; i.e., the black point). In the case
of the 1 Gyr conditions, the relative change in the 40Ar/36Ar ratio
drops to 9.6. Closer inspection of the 1 Gyr results shows an increase
in the amount of 40Ar+ that can escape the lunar paleomagnetosphere.
This effect is primarily due to the increased solar wind pressure that
pushes the magnetospheric boundaries inward thereby exposing more
40Ar+ to the magnetosheath and solar wind where they can be more
efficiently picked up and lost to the solar wind, rather than being
reimplanted in the lunar soil. One must also keep in mind that the
lunar paleomagnetic fields likely ceased between ∼1.92 and ∼0.80
Gya (Mighani et al., 2020); thus, solar wind fluxes to the Moon during
the latter-most portion of its lifetime should have no perturbations
from the lunar paleomagnetosphere. Nevertheless, even approximately
correlated decreases in both the paleomagnetic field and the solar
wind flux over the lifetime of the solar system could still preserve the
correlation seen in the lunar antiquity indicator in, e.g., Eugster et al.
(2001), especially considering the relatively large error bars on most
measured 40Ar/36Ar ratios.

Finally, we do also note that spatial variability in both the 36Ar
and 40Ar precipitation fluxes to the lunar surface may introduction
additional uncertainty in the 40Ar /36Ar ratio recorded in any given
lunar sample. In the case of no paleomagnetic fields, both solar wind
36Ar and lunar exospheric 40Ar can precipitate nearly unimpeded on
the dayside lunar surface and thus, to first order, can be considered
homogeneous. In the presence of a paleomagnetosphere, however,
the specific precipitation patterns are likely to be altered due to the
interaction of both 36Ar and 40Ar ions with the paleomagnetic fields.
Indeed, in a previous study, Poppe et al. (2021) presented results for
the spatial precipitation patterns of a wide range of solar wind minor
ions in the presence of a 1 𝜇T paleomagnetic field (see their Figure
6). These results showed that solar wind minor ions, including 36Ar𝑛+,
precipitated to the lunar surface both through the open magnetospheric
cusps (e.g., similar to that observed at Mercury; Raines et al., 2022)
and at lower equatorial latitudes due to particle trapping in the inner
dipolar region of the paleomagnetosphere. Thus, it does appear possible
that local variations in the precipitating 36Ar and 40Ar fluxes may be
present during periods with a lunar paleomagnetosphere; however, the
precipitation of 36Ar ions in the equatorial region of the Moon and not

just in the high-latitude cusps may mitigate this possible effect to a
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large degree. Future work exploring the spatial variability of both the
36Ar and 40Ar fluxes to the lunar surface is clearly warranted.

6. Conclusion

The simulations presented here have shown that the presence of
lunar paleomagnetosphere drastically alters the flux of both solar
ind 36Ar+ and lunar exospheric 40Ar+ ions to the lunar surface. With

increasing paleomagnetic field strengths, solar wind 36Ar+ ions are di-
verted away from the lunar surface via the magnetosheath, with surface
precipitation generally only available through either the high-latitude
magnetic cusps or low-latitude trapped particle belts. At paleomagnetic
field strengths of 4 𝜇T, which have been estimated to exist for a bulk
of the Moon’s lifetime (Tikoo et al., 2017), solar wind 36Ar+ ion flux to
the lunar surface is suppressed by nearly an order-of-magnitude. In con-
trast, the recycling efficiency of lunar exospheric 40Ar+ ions back into
the lunar surface is enhanced by the presence of a paleomagnetosphere,
with a nearly three-fold increase seen in the case of 4 𝜇T fields.

Our understanding of the lunar 40Ar/36Ar antiquity indicator is
thus shaped by the results of these simulations. In the presence of a
lunar paleomagnetosphere, assumptions on the constancy of both the
solar wind flux to the lunar surface and the lunar exospheric recycling
efficiency are not supported. Despite this, the observed near-correlation
of the 40Ar/36Ar ratio with the radioactive decay profile of indigenous
40K at the Moon (e.g., Eugster et al., 2001) is instead maintained by
accounting for the likely secular decrease of the bulk solar wind flux
over the Sun’s lifetime (Wood et al., 2005; Vidotto, 2021). Indeed,
the presence of greater solar wind fluxes at earlier epochs would in
fact require a mechanism such as the lunar paleomagnetosphere for
diminishing the precipitation of solar wind species to the lunar surface.
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